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We defined the abundant human endogenous retrovirus group HERV-H based on pol similarity. Among 3661 pol-containing elements,
1124 integrations were similar to HERV-H RGH2 pol using translated pol sequences. A clustering procedure lessened these to 234
representatives, amenable to detailed study. Among the 1124, 926 clustered into HERV-H and 106 into adjacent HERV-H-like, the remainder
being more distant to HERV-H. The HERV-H group was divided into RTVLH2-like (705 elements) and RGH2-like (77 elements) subgroups.
Among 926 HERV-H, LTR differences were 1–33%, 10% had env, 78% had gag, 66% had a histidine primer binding site (PBS), and 3%
(both subgroups) had a phenylalanine PBS. Allelic differences in env were studied using a convenient temperature gradient gel
electrophoresis (TGGE) method and a genomic single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) search. A pattern of abundant defective elements and
less abundant less defective ones led us to formulate a bmidwifeQ master model where more complete elements help the others in trans to
transpose.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The human genome is estimated to consist of about 7%
retroviruses or retroviral elements (Bock and Stoye, 2000).
The human endogenous retroviral sequences (HERVs) are
categorized by the binding site for the primer tRNA, that is,
HERV-H is primed by tRNAHis, HERV-F is primed by
tRNAPhe, and so forth. One of the most abundant groups is
HERV-H, earlier estimated to exist in about 1000 copies
(Wilkinson et al., 1994). It belongs to the genus Gamma-
retrovirus (earlier called type C retroviruses). It entered the
genomes of higher primates about 30 million years ago, at
the time of the split between old- and new-world monkeys
(Anderssen et al., 1997; Mager and Freeman, 1995), and
expanded greatly in the old-world monkey lineage.0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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E-mail address: Patric.Jern@medsci.uu.se (P. Jern).The HERV provirus structure consists mainly of 5V LTR-
gag-pro-pol-env-3V LTR. Most HERVs are defective in one
or several parts of their genes. However, some HERVs are
capable of function, both transcriptional (trans-acting) and
insertional (cis-acting). A recent study showed that among a
total of 476 potentially complete ERV env genes, about 16
potentially encode full-length envelope proteins (de Par-
seval et al., 2003). Three of the about 1000 HERV-H
integrations (here narrowed somewhat to 926) have an env
ORF. The low copy number HERV-Fc maintained its env
ORF for at least 10 million years (Benit et al., 2003). HERV-
W produces an envelope protein (Env), identified as
Syncytin, which may mediate placental syncytiotrophoblast
fusion in vivo and thus serve human placental morpho-
genesis during pregnancy (Mi et al., 2000). HERV-E
integrated next to the amylase gene and its enhancer made
amylase production in the parotid glands possible in humans
(Ting et al., 1992). HERV-E inserted into the human
Pleiotrophin (PTN) gene generates an additional promoter
with trophoblast-specific activity. The tissue-specific004) 93–110
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contribute both to placental development and the aggressive
growth of human choriocarcinoma (Schulte et al., 1996).
Further, cis effects of an ERV-L LTR were recently shown
to promote tissue-specific expression of the human h1,3-
galactosyltransferase 5 in the colon (Dunn et al., 2003).
Many, but not all, gammaretroviral Env transmembrane
(TM) proteins harbor 17 conserved amino acids (CKS-17)
in an immunosuppressive domain (ISU) (de Parseval et al.,
2001; cf. Cianciolo et al., 1985). Gammaretroviral TMs
have been shown to promote evasion from anti-tumor
cytotoxicity (Mangeney and Heidmann, 1998; Mangeney et
al., 2001). Thus, different parts of HERVs are involved in
different actions. It is of importance to characterize these
proviruses and their origins to understand their functions.
Retroviral phylogenies have generally been inferred from
rather limited retroviral gene sequences, primarily using the
conserved parts of pol (reverse transcriptase: RT and
integrase: IN) (Medstrand and Blomberg, 1993; Tristem,
2000) and in the conserved transmembrane (TM) region in
env (Benit et al., 2001). In the pregenomic era, the HERV-H
group was defined based on histidine primer binding site
(PBS) usage (Mager and Henthorn, 1984), Southern blots
(Fraser et al., 1988), and LTR similarity (Anderssen et al.,
1997, see also Wilkinson et al., 1994 for a review). In this
study, we took advantage of the availability of the almost
entire human genome using a novel bioinformatic approach
(G.O. Sperber and J. Blomberg, to be published) that detects
retrovirus-like sequences in a genome and then translates
Gag, Pro, Pol, and Env proteins accounting for probable
internal frame shifts and stop codons. The Pol bputeinsQ
were used to define and investigate the unity of the HERV-H
group. We preferred such protein sequences to nucleotide
sequences. Alignments based on protein sequence can
demonstrate distant similarities better than those based on
nucleotides, and are less ambiguous. We also preferred to
use the entire pol gene (around 2800 bp) for classification
because of the frequent occurrence of partially deleted
elements that can lead to artefacts with shorter sequences.
Such long sequences take a longer time in alignments and
similarity calculations than shorter ones. However, the
results become more definite than results obtained with
shorter stretches, for example, the RT domain of pol.
First, our aim was to investigate whether there exists a
distinct HERV-H group. In the large group of HERV-H-like
sequences based on Pol similarity to RGH2, we found not
only elements utilizing tRNAHis as primer, but also
tRNAPhe, without obvious connection to the rest of the
viral sequence. The enlarged group containing HERV-H and
HERV-F was characterized and demarcated against other
gammaretroviral elements. We analyzed the variation and
properties in this enlarged group of HERV-H and -F aiming
to understand its evolutionary path and predict possible
functions. The variations in intactness between sequences
were studied. Detection of conserved stretches among
HERV-H-like elements is necessary for construction ofbroadly targeting, HERV-H group-specific PCR primers. We
also compared our retrieved sequences against Repbase
(Jurka, 2000) consensus sequences to evaluate the homo-
geneity of the HERV-H group and its congruency with an
independent classification. Our genome screening results
were compared to those of RepeatMasker (Smit et al.,
unpublished), which detects Repbase elements in genomic
databases, and also to the HERVd database classifications
(Paces et al., 2002, 2004).
Another aspect of HERV-H variation is genetic poly-
morphism. This is especially interesting for viral genes with
ORF and a possible normal function. There have been
reports on allelic differences in one or several parts of
HERV proviruses. A notable example is the ERV3 Env
surface unit (SU) that has a stop codon before the TM region
in 1% of the Caucasian population (de Parseval and
Heidmann, 1998). We have earlier reported HERV-H
polymorphism in SU ORFs at chromosome 2, and likely
on chromosome 1 (Jern et al., 2002). The allelic difference
at chromosome 2q24.3 has been shown experimentally, as
HERV-H/env62 (AJ289709) (de Parseval et al., 2001)
proved to be an allelic variant of HERV-H19 (Lindeskog
et al., 1999). Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are
traditionally discovered by sequencing or hybridization over
limited sequence stretches, which is rather costly and
laborious. We applied a method capable of finding poly-
morphism over relatively long stretches, like a retroviral env
gene, without having to resort to large-scale sequencing.
The method combines triple nested high fidelity PCR with
the previously known temperature gradient gel electro-
phoresis (TGGE) technique described in its basic form by
Riesner et al. (1989). We used the known env polymorphism
(T/A) at position 6762 in HERV-H/env62 (de Parseval et al.,
2001) located at chromosome 2q24.3 to validate this locus-
specific SNP screening method. The method was applied on
a set of 40 Swedish blood donors. Finally, in an attempt to
review polymorphic variation at many HERV-H loci, we
mapped proviral positions of single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) located in HERV-H-like integrations dis-
persed over the entire human genome using the near-intact
HERV-H19 (AC009495) provirus (at 2q24.3) as a template
in database searches.Results and discussion
Sequence selection and subgrouping
In a bioinformatical approach, we screened the human
genome for retroviral elements using the newly developed
program RetroTector (G.O. Sperber and J. Blomberg, to be
published). Putative Pol proteins (Pol bputeinsQ) were used
in the screening instead of the approach with nucleotide
sequences, less suited for comparison of distant sequences.
RetroTector detects retroviral motifs in the sequence and
constructs a likely protein bputeinQ from three different
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similarity to a guide alignment and minimalization of frame
shifts and stops. We selected a broad collection of HERV-H-
like sequences out of 3661 pol-containing retroviral
elements detected by RetroTector in the human genome
using amino acid similarity to Pol of the elements RGH2
and RTVLH2 as the criterion. This resulted in 1124 HERV-
H like integrations (Table 1). Among these elements, 926
were assigned to a bHERV-HQ group and 106 elements to an
bAdjacent HERV-H likeQ group. The remaining 92 elements
were not assigned to a certain specific group. A detailed
description of the classification process is given below.
Within the HERV-H group, 34% had both 5V and 3V LTRs,
with a median nonidentity of 6.6% (range 1–33%). Further,
78% had a detectable gag, 42% had pro, and 10% had env.
About 66% of the elements had histidine and 3% had
phenylalanine PBS. Within the adjacent HERV-H like
group, 35% had both 5V and 3V LTRs, with a median
nonidentity of 11% (range 4–19%). Further, 72% had gag,
54% had pro, and 23% had env. About 21% of these
elements had histidine and 55% had phenylalanine PBS. To
enable alignment and construction of phylogenetic compar-
isons and group definitions using bputeinsQ translated from
the entire pol gene, we narrowed the number of sequences
to 234 representatives using an iterative CLUSTAL W
procedure that removed all elements with more than 90%
amino acid identity in Pol to a randomly chosen set of
representatives. Each remaining sequence thus represented
1–7 almost identical HERV-H integrations. The 234 Pol
bputeinsQ were complemented with Pol of previously
characterized HERV-H and related gammaretroviral sequen-
ces as references. A cladogram was then constructed from a
total of 266 Pol bputeinsQ/proteins (Fig. 1).
Two groups (besides the out-group sequences) called (1)
adjacent HERV-H-like (54 elements, mainly containing
sequences with F-PBS, and 1 element that localized among
the out-groups) and (2) HERV-H-like (179 elements) could
be outlined from the cladogram. In 179 HERV-H-like
sequences from the 234 representative elements in the
cladogram that had two recognized LTRs, 5V and 3V LTR
differed by 1–19%. Further, 11% had env, 82% had gag,
68% had histidine PBS, and 6% had phenylalanine PBS.Table 1
Summary of HERV-H-like sequence hits and their genome representation within
HERV-H like HERV-H
Total Total >80% nt identity to:
RTVLH2 RGH2
Integrations 1124 926 705 77
5V and 3VLTRs 395 320 236 37
H-PBS 669 610 520 26
F-PBS 105 26 11 3
gag 858 727 563 53
pro 479 393 293 29
pol 1041 926 705 77
env 129 91 27 40TheHERV-H-like group in the cladogram (Fig. 1) could be
divided into two possible subgroups based on an evolutionary
path indicated in Fig. 1. The main portion of the HERV-H
group, in the cladogram of Fig. 1, contained RTVLH2-like
sequences (165 elements) and could in this cladogram, but not
necessarily in all HERV-H like sequences, be separated into
two parts supported by a moderate bootstrap value (673 times
of 1000). The lower part of the RTVLH2-like subgroup (30
elements) was less similar to the RTVLH2 reference sequence
than the upper part (Fig. 1). The cladogram in Fig. 1 suggests
that the lower part of the RTVLH2-like subgroup developed
into what we refer to as a RGH2-like subgroup (14 elements).
Although a Pol-based multiple alignment and neighbor-
joining tree could not be performed on the whole set of 1124
HERV-H-related sequences, the alignment and tree of 234
representatives and six alignments and trees each containing
200–250 elements from the 1124 (data not shown) showed
that the RTVLH2-like and RGH2-like subgroups were
discernible in most, but not all, comparisons. This imperfect
separation of the subgroups may be due to recombination or
gene conversion, which will lead to a varying degree of
chimerism between elements. This was also indicated in a
similarity analysis of representative Pol bputeinsQ (see below
and grey boxes in Fig. 2B) as some RGH2-like elements
(RGH2 and HERV-H/env62) shared similarity with
RTVLH2-like elements and also with the adjacent HERV-
H-like element HERV-H48I. The pronounced differences in
completeness of pol, LTR divergence, and presence of env
still indicated that the two groups, RGH2-like and RTVLH2-
like, were real. The ratios found among the genes in the full
collection correlated to those found in the representative 266
Pol bputeinQ cladogram of Fig. 1. The bputeinQ cladogram
(Fig. 1) was thereby used as a template when visually dividing
HERV-H from adjacent HERV-H-like in accordance with tree
similarities in newly constructed cladograms containing
portions of about 200 elements from the full 1124 HERV-
H-like collection together with reference sequences. This
graphical approach resulted in 926 HERV-H and 106 adjacent
HERV-H-like elements. The remaining 92 elements were not
classified into these groups (Table 1). In addition to clado-
gram-based designations of RTVLH2-like and RGH2-like
subgroups, we analyzed all the 926 HERV-H elements usingtheir respective groups
Adjacent HERV-H like
in 266 Pol cladogram Total in 266 Pol cladogram
RTVLH2 RGH2
165 14 106 54
46 10 37 19
115 6 22 15
9 1 58 28
136 10 76 36
70 6 58 27
165 14 106 54
7 13 25 14
Fig. 1. Cladogram representing 266 ERV Pol bputeinQ sequences aligned with graphs representing their sum of stops and frame shifts, motif hits, their similarities against the RGH2 (LTR7 combined with HERV7 in
Repbase) and RTVLH2, respectively. Sequences with a recognized PBS utilizing tRNAPhe were marked b#FQ next to the sequence identity in the far right panel. Selected sequences to represent the total cladogram in
further phylogenetic studies were marked with a star. The corresponding phylogram is shown at the upper left with HERV-H like elements outlined (RTVLH2-like: black bar, RGH2-like: White bar).
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P. Jern et al. / Virology 327 (2004) 93–110 97the criterion of more than 80% nucleotide identity to the
respective subgroup reference sequence (RTVLH2 or
RGH2). Among the 926 HERV-H elements, 705 were
assigned to the RTVLH2-like subgroup and 77 elements
were assigned to the RGH2-like subgroup (Table 1). The rest
did not cluster straightforwardly according to the two groups.
PBS usage and the adjacent HERV-H like sequences
To study the homogeneity of the HERV-H group and to
distinguish it from the adjacent HERV-H like group, all
sequences with a PBS that probably used tRNAPhe were
marked b#FQ (Fig. 1). Although some branches displayed
an almost total usage of F-PBS, most branches contained
elements with both H- and F-PBS in a relatively random
fashion. However, elements with F-PBS tended to be
accumulated among more ancestral integrations (when the
tree was rooted against MLV) and predominantly in the
adjacent HERV-H-like group. The divergences between 5V
and 3V LTRs were similar between the HERV-H and
HERV-F elements, HERV-F LTRs being more divergent
(data not shown). We found no support for a separate
HERV-F group even though elements with F-PBS were
distributed toward more ancestral integrations and cluster
primarily within the Adjacent HERV-H like group (Fig. 1).
This also seems probable because HERV-Fb (HERV-H48
in Repbase), HERV-XA34 (HERV-FH21 in Repbase), and
HERV-Fc earlier proved to be ancient integrations (Benit et
al., 2001; Tristem, 2000; Widegren et al., 1996) and
grouped closer to the more distantly related HERV-W/
ERV9 and ERV3. Moreover, HERV46, retrieved from
Repbase, grouped among the adjacent HERV-H-like
sequences in the cladogram. Our data were compatible
with a model where F-PBS may originally have been used
and later changed into H-PBS. However, it is unclear how
this may have evolved because 6/18 nucleotides in the
PBS h av e t o mu t a t e t o sw i t c h f r om Phe
(TGGtgccgaaacccggaa) to His (TGGtgctgtgactcagat).
Despite the considerable age of the adjacent HERV-H-like
group, the HERV-Fc1 (AL354685, at chromosome
Xq21.33), with 5.7% LTR non-identity, remained astonish-
ingly open in its genes and presented neither stops nor frame
shifts in env (Benit et al., 2003). In comparison to the results
of Benit et al. (2003) (two frame shifts and three stop
codons in gag and pol), we found that pro had neither stops
nor frame shifts while gag had one stop and no frameshift.
In pol, there was one stop and one frameshift. The stop in
gag was located in the 3V end of the zinc finger (Putein:
CFKCGnEGHWA/dnaR, where b/ Q indicates the stop and
uppercase indicates degree of similarity to aligned gamma
retroviral Gags). We suggest that functional capsid particles
have formed from this element. The HERV-W protein
Syncytin may be important for survival of the organism (Mi
et al., 2000). Although a similar essential function for the
env ORFs of the HERV-H-like and Adjacent HERV-H-like
elements mentioned here is not known, it shows thatgammaretroviral Env’s may be under selection pressure to
maintain an ORF. Another selection pressure for keeping an
env ORF, particularly in HERV-H- and HERV-H-like
elements, may arise from the immunosuppressive properties
of the CKS17 motif in TM, shown by Mangeney et al.
(2001). However, our data did not support that HERV-Fc1
acted as a conventional master element during evolution of
both the HERV-H- and adjacent HERV-H-like groups. The
cladogram shape (Fig. 1) and position of HERV-Fc1
conformed neither to the strict master model nor to the
random template model (Clough et al., 1996). However,
HERV-Fc1 was the most intact HERV-H-like element found
in the complete genome scanning and may have assisted
other HERV-H-like elements in trans. To account for this
sequence distribution, we introduce a third bmidwifeQ master
model (see Concluding remarks).
Comparison with HERVd and RepeatMasker output
We also compared the RetroTector results against the
HERVd database (Paces et al., 2002, 2004). In our analysis,
we obtained 926 HERV-H elements. A search for bHERV-
HQ in HERVd resulted in 1306 hits. Overall, the RetroTector
output corresponded to HERVd and differences that
occurred were probably due to the different approaches
and choice of algorithms. Among the coincident HERV-H
hits in HERVd, 85% were classified by RetroTector as
HERV-H like, 12% were not classified, 2% were designated
to the adjacent HERV-H-like group, and 1% were non-
retroviral artefacts or recombinants when compared to
RetroTector (Table 2). A similar search against Repeat-
Masker output from hg15 (obtained from the Genome
Browser home page of UCSC) resulted in 1346 HERV-H
hits, though we classified 926 HERV-H. This was probably
largely due to multiple RepeatMasker hits from the same
HERV-H element or HERV-H elements not recognized in
RetroTector due to large pol defects. Notably, there was a
striking congruence between RepeatMasker and RetroTec-
tor. Among the 1346 RepeatMasker HERV-H remaining
after joining of obvious multiple hits from the same element,
24% were detected but not classified by RetroTector, while
3% were assigned to the adjacent HERV-H-like group.
Thus, 73% corresponded to the RetroTector HERV-H
classification (Table 2). A comparison with the RetroTec-
tor-defined HERV-H resulted in 977 (result from a broadly
detecting BLAST algorithm in comparison to the more
precise approach with neighbor-joining analysis; cf. Fig. 1
and supplementary information with a detailed table and
additional cladograms: www.kvir.uu.se/supplementary_info/
supplementary.html) hits that were coincident with the
Repbase HERV-H, 2 hits that corresponded to elements
within our classification of adjacent HERV-H, and 40 hits
that corresponded to elements classified otherwise in
Repbase. Among the 27% HERV-H recognized by Repeat-
Masker but not by us, 320 hits probably consisted of short
fragmented elements giving a low score in our procedure
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Fig. 2. Distance matrices and phylogenetic trees using the 28 selected representative sequences (marked with stars in cladogram of the total 266 sequences). (A) bPuteinQ consensus cladogram is presented to the left
while the nucleotide consensus cladogram is presented to the right. Cladograms were constructed using the neighbor-joining method, pairwise distance with pairwise deletions, 500 Bootstraps, and random seed.
(B) Pairwise distance matrix of the 28 selected representative sequences, using pairwise deletions, presenting the P-distances for bputeinsQ in the lower left and nucleotide sequences in the upper right. bPuteinQ
similarities N80% (PAM250) noted bold and grey in lower left.
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Table 2
Table of coincidence, overlapping, between HERV-H hits by RetroTector
and by RepeatMasker viz. HERVd
RepeatMasker HERVd
(+) () (+) ()
Retrotector
(+) 73% 4% 85% n.d.
() 27%  12% 
P. Jern et al. / Virology 327 (2004) 93–110100and were thus not assigned to HERV-H. Using the same
approach with the RetroTector-defined adjacent HERV-H-
like resulted in 137 hits from the corresponding elements of
Repbase (HERVFH19, HERVFH21 and HERV-H48).
Among the 137 Repbase hits, 43% were designated to the
adjacent HERV-H-like group and 55% were not classified
by RetroTector. A comparison with the RetroTector defined
adjacent HERV-H-like resulted in 59 hits that corresponded
to the Repbase adjacent HERV-H-like, 49 hits that
corresponded to elements within our classification of
HERV-H and 27 hits that corresponded to elements
classified otherwise in Repbase. In a similar study, the
RGH2 sequence proved to be virtually identical to the
combination of elements LTR7 and HERV7 from Repbase
(data not shown). Thus, the tree-based delineation of 926
HERV-H elements was somewhat more stringent than
HERV-H elements in HERVd and RepeatMasker output.
The remaining differences between the three classifications
were due to (1) a varying tendency to ascribe elements to
various HERV-H-like minor groups (in our approach
collectively called badjacent HERV-H likeQ) or to elements
not yet classified in Retrotector, (2) the tendency of
Repeatmasker to detect multiple hits within a provirus, or
(3) a somewhat higher detection threshold of RetroTector
than the two Repbase-based classifications. A more detailed
comparison of various HERV classification approaches willFig. 3. Phylogenetic relationship between HERV-H and other retrovirbe published elsewhere (J. Blomberg, G.O. Sperber, M. Oja,
S. Kaski, and P. Jern, in preparation).
Analysis of a distance matrix
To proceed with a more detailed phylogenetic analysis,
we narrowed the number of bputeinsQ to 28 representative
elements evenly dispersed in the 266 Pol bputeinQ clado-
gram (noted with stars in Fig. 1) and performed a new
alignment, bootstrapped new trees, and produced distance
matrices to compare the nucleotide data against the bputeinQ
data (Fig. 2). The bputeinQ-based and the nucleotide
sequence-based consensus cladograms showed close sim-
ilarities in distribution with minor alterations. This sup-
ported that the RetroTector approach for construction of
bputeinsQ did not introduce major errors that could invalidate
their use for similarity calculation. The cladogram results
were also supported in the pairwise distance matrix. The
bputeinQ p-distances, using the pairwise deletion principle,
were complemented by a pairwise similarity study using the
PAM250 similarity matrix. bPuteinQ similarities larger than
80%, supporting the groupings, were indicated grey and in
bold (Fig. 2B). The out-group sequences were separated
adequately from the adjacent HERV-H-like sequences that
in turn were separated from the HERV-H-like group in the
266 Pol bputeinQ cladogram (supported by bootstrap 972
times of 1000, Fig. 1). Even though several sequences in the
RGH2-like subgroup shared similarity with the RTVLH2-
like subgroup, we found support for two subgroupings of
the HERV-H-like group where RTVLH2-like elements were
split in two groupings of which one evolved toward the
RGH2-like subgroup. This was also supported by a
moderate bootstrap value (673 times of 1000) in Fig. 1.
Sequences from the HERV-H group (RTVLH2 and RGH2)
were used together with sequences from the adjacent HERV-uses (neighbor-joining, pairwise distances, and 500 bootstraps).
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retroviruses (Fig. 3). Further, the sequence order in the
bputeinQ cladogram correlated, with minor differences, to the
nucleotide cladogram (Fig. 2A). These results taken
together, we consider bputeinsQ to be preferable to nucleo-
tide sequences or protein sequences (generally derived from
somewhat short nucleotide sequences before stop codons or
frame shifts are encountered) in these kinds of phylogenetic
studies.
Completeness of pol and relative ages
To analyze how intact the Pol bputeinsQ used in the
cladogram were, we looked for five conserved consensus
motifs (used by RetroTector) in the RT (RT1: wNtPllpVKK;
RT2: svlHLkDaFFtiPL; RT3: qltWtrLPQGfknSP; RT4:
lqYvDDLlla; RT5: GyrasakKaQ) together with five con-
served consensus motifs in the IN (IN2: ldflHqltHlsfskt;
IN3: itetCkaCaqv; IN4: hWeidfte; IN5: gtDNgpaF; IN6:
AYrPQSsgqVERmnrt) (Fig. 1). Notably, the major differ-
ence between the 705 RTVLH2-like and 77 RGH2-like
elements was in the RT that was less deleted in RGH2-like
elements while the conserved motifs RT4 and RT5 were
generally not detected in the RTVLH2-like group. The RT4
and RT5 motifs could be detected in 44% of the RGH2-like
elements compared to 5% in the RTVLH2-like group. This
pattern was also consistent among the 179 HERV-H
elements in the cladogram in Fig. 1. These deletions may
cause false-negative results in PCRs using broadly targeting
primers against the RT. The sum of all stops and frame shifts
in the sequences revealed that the most intact pol sequences
occurred near RGH2 in the cladogram. The pol intactness in
the RTVLH2-like and RGH2-like subgroups and the
adjacent HERV-H-like group was analyzed using the sum
of stops and frame shifts per nucleotide in the sequences
used for the cladogram of 266 Pol bputeinsQ and also in
sequences from the entire 1124 HERV-H-like collection.
The RTVLH2-like group was more defective in pol than the
RGH2-like group (P b 0.0001, two-tailed t test) in data
from the 266 element data sets, consistent with results from
the entire HERV-H-like collection (Fig. 4A). However, a
comparison of pol conservation between the HERV-H
(RTVLH2- and RGH2-like)- and the adjacent HERV-H-like
group did not show a significant difference, neither in data
from the 266 element data sets, nor in data from all
sequences in the HERV-H-like collection (Fig. 4A). A
similar approach was conducted to study the LTR differ-
ences between the RTVLH2-like, RGH2-like subgroups,
and the adjacent HERV-H-like group. In elements where
both the 5V and 3V LTRs could be identified and compared,
the interelement differences were higher in RGH2-like
sequences, suggesting a more ancient origin than for the
RTVLH2-like sequences (P b 0.0002 in data from the 266
element data sets and P b 0.0004 in data from the entire
HERV-H like collection, two-tailed t test) (Fig. 4B). The 5V
and 3V LTR divergence in the HERV-H (RTVLH2- andRGH2-like) compared against the adjacent HERV-H-like
group showed the same results as the data from the 266
element data sets (P b 0.0001 for both samplings, two-
tailed t test). Besides the difference in pol conservation and
LTR divergences, the different frequency of env in the
different groupings is noticeable (see below) and may be the
most functionally significant. The congruence between the
two different samplings (the 234 elements in the cladogram
(Fig. 1) and the full collection of 1124 HERV-H-like
elements) supports the fidelity of the iterative algorithm
for generating a smaller collection that is representative of
the larger data set. Together, the features of pol and LTRs
indicate a selective pressure for maintained pol ORF in the
RGH2-like subgroup, even though the 5V and 3V LTRs
indicated a more ancient origin than for the sequences in the
RTVLH2-like subgroup.
We did not observe a correlation between conserved pol
and gag (i.e., low number of stops and shifts) in the
different groups (data not shown). Further, there were no
indications of covariation between pol and the LTRs as
RGH2-like elements, which had a more intact pol, were also
more distant in their LTRs compared to RTVLH2-like
elements (Fig. 1). We did not find EST data to support
spliced single pol transcripts that could explain a preserva-
tion of pol but not in the upstream gag (data not shown). On
the other hand, the dbEST data are not yet fully charac-
terized and organized. HERV-H splice acceptor and donor
sites within pro have been demonstrated earlier (Lindeskog
and Blomberg, 1997). In theory, gag and pol transcription
could be separated if the known pro splice donor site was
incapacitated, leading to a separate pol-containing mRNA.
The host’s benefits of such transcripts as well as expression
of other retroviral enzymes remain to be determined.
Dating using Alu insertions
In an attempt to establish the evolution within the HERV-
H, we analyzed the Alus in HERV-H pol. A HERV would
most probably not be older than its secondarily integrated
Alus, and Alu age (Batzer et al., 1996; Kapitonov and Jurka,
1996) could thereby be used as a marker for the HERV’s
minimum age. However, the ages of RTVLH2 and RGH2
estimated with the help of the secondarily integrated Alus
ages did not differ significantly (data not shown).
Occurrence of env
The env gene was distributed in a markedly skewed
manner. Among the 77 RGH2-like elements, 52% presented
a variety of an env while only 4% did in the 705 RTVLH2-
like elements (Table 1). The sum of stops and frame shifts
per nucleotide, a measure of intactness, in env of 91
elements that contained both pol and env among a total 926
of HERV-H sequences (Table 1) did not correlate with the
same measure for pol (data not shown). Neither could any
correlation between conserved pol and env in the two
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not shown). However, elements containing env, regardless
of intactness in env, were more intact in pol (P b 0.0005,
two tailed t test). There was no correlation between
intactness of pol vs. env in 25 elements of the adjacent
HERV-H-like group (data not shown). Sequences with
maintained env ORFs were dispersed in the 266 Pol
bputeinQ cladogram and could be found in the RTVLH2-
like subgroup (HERV-H/env60: AJ289710 and HERV-H/
env59: AJ289711), in the RGH2-like subgroup (HERV-H/
env62: AJ289709), and in the adjacent HERV-H like group
(HERV-Fb: HERV-H48I in Repbase, HERV-Fc1:
AL354685, and HERV-Fc2: AC019088) (Fig. 1). Thus,
env ORFs were maintained in elements widely dispersed in
the 266 Pol bputeinQ cladogram (Fig. 1), although the
presence of an env gene was concentrated to RGH2-like
elements, supporting the existence of the RGH2-like
subgroup. This indicated that loss of env occurred multiple
times, in different HERV-H lineages, often separated by
long times. The dispersion of env ORFs among theseFig. 4. (A) The sum of stops and frame shifts per nucleotide in pol according to gr
compared to the corresponding data from elements in the full 1124 HERV-H like
subset used for the representative 266 Pol bputeinQ cladogram compared to the cophylogenetically diverse integrations, all of which were
otherwise crippled by point mutations and indels, also
indicated a selection for env ORF independent of gag and
pol function. The varying degree of LTR divergence among
them also indicates a wide spectrum of age of integrations
with env ORF (cf. Jern et al., 2002). Recently, other
gammaretroviral Env proteins, which are expressed and may
have physiological functions, were reported (Blaise et al.,
2003, 2004; Muster et al., 2003). The process of recruitment
of ERV env to physiological function is an interesting area
for further study.
HERV-H env variability
The numerous HERV-H like elements, which constitute
about 1/3 of the pol containing retroviral elements detected
by RetroTector in the human genome, have proved to
contain a broad spectrum of defective and not defective env,
dispersed over the entire HERV-H group (see above).
Verified Env functions like the fusogenic effects ofoups from the subset used for the representative 266 Pol bputeinQ cladogram
collection. (B) The 5V vs. 3V LTR differences according to groups from the
rresponding data from elements in the full 1124 HERV-H-like collection.
Fig. 4 (continued).
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immunosuppressive properties of HERV-H TM (de Parseval
et al., 2001; cf. Cianciolo et al., 1985) make it important to
study env variation. The large difference in env frequency
within the RGH2-like subgroup (52%) compared to the
RTVLH2-like subgroup (4%) together with the rather
dispersed distribution of env ORFs among the RTVLH2-
and RGH2-like subgroups of HERV-H and the adjacent
HERV-H-like group (see above) indicated a special con-
tribution of env compared to the rest of the provirus. Hence,
we continued in analyzing env with respect to its variation
and maintenance of ORF. Based on the integrated proviruses
with maintained env ORFs dispersed within the different
HERV-H-related groups and also the recent finding of the
endogenous retrovirus protein Syncytin 2 (Blaise et al.,
2003), we devised a convenient TGGE screening method
for single nucleotide substitutions. We concentrated on the
HERV-H env at chromosome 2q24.3 previously described
as HERV-H19 by us (Lindeskog et al., 1999). The method
was applied to blood donor DNA over a region containing a
previously described SNP (A/T) (de Parseval et al., 2001) in
HERV-H SU at chromosome 2q24.3, which also served asan internal control. To amplify the fragment in a locus-
specific way, we used a nested PCR approach (Fig. 5). The
analysis of the HERV-H env melting profile using the
Poland software (Steger, 1994) (Fig. 5) showed that the
PCR product env2 had to be modified to work in the TGGE.
According to the TGGE principle (Riesner et al., 1989), the
double-stranded fragments should open up gradually from
one end when subjected to increased temperature instead of
conventional denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis gra-
dient (DGGE) using urea and formamide. We improved the
melting curves and created a gradually increasing melting
temperature toward the 5Vend of the env2 fragment by
adding a GC-rich clamp that drastically increased the
melting temperature locally at the 5V end. Thus, the fragment
would not open completely when subjected to the gradually
increased temperature in the gel. The fragment would
instead form structures with larger Stokes radius and stop
migrating. This modification had earlier proved to be useful
for detection of single mutations in DGGE (Sheffield et al.,
1989). Even though GC-clamps were added, some frag-
ments opened up completely and showed as single-stranded
DNA seen in the bottom part of TGGE gels (Fig. 6).
Fig. 5. (Left panel) Locus-specific amplification of HERV-H at chromosome 2q24.3 using long PCR (primers HERV-Hchr2fw1/rev1) followed by nested PCR (primers HERV-Hchr2fw2/rev2). A second nested
PCR (env2 primers: HERV-Henv-fw2/rev2GC) produced fragments for the TGGE. (Right panel) Poland analysis of the melting temperature profile (temperature of 50% melt probability vs. sequence position) of
env2. A GC-rich region added to one end of the fragment increased the melting temperature locally and thus prevented complete melting of the double-stranded fragments when subjected to increased temperature
in the TGGE. The A/T mismatch is highlighted.
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Fig. 6. (A, left panel) Homoduplex sequences yield a single band in the gel. Heteroduplex sequences differing in 1 nt yield multiple bands and an increasing
number of mismatching nt, increases the distance between the bands. (Middle panel) A parallel TGGE gel (36–52 8C) showing control of migrating pattern for
env2. Each env2 amplimer from 40 samples with the same homoduplex migration distances were mixed and denatured at 95 8C for 5 min to form possible
homo- and heteroduplexes (indicated by arrow heads). The mixtures were run in the TGGE. Lanes 1 and 2: pooled samples displaying similar migration pattern
(homozygous) in separate lanes; lanes 3 and 4: pooled samples with different migration patterns (heterozygous); 5: AY050297; 6: AY050298 and 7: Mix of
AY050297 and AY050298. (Right panel, A) GC clamp added to each fragment prevented melting when subjected to increased temperature in the TGGE. The
mismatch in the heteroduplex introduced an instability. The fragment melted and stopped at a slightly lower temperature than the homoduplex fragment. The
bands in the bottom were assumed to be single chains as a result of complete melting of the fragments. (B) Highlight of migration pattern for env2.
Homoduplexes for T form single bands (homozygous) migrating slightly further than homozygous for A. Heterozygous (A/T) form four bands where the
heteroduplexes stop migrating at a lower temperature than the homoduplexes.
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donors, multiple bands were detected in some of the env2
fragments (Fig. 6) mapping in the middle of HERV-H SU
(Fig. 5). Multiple bands were also detected in the part
upstream of env2 amplified by another primer pair (data
not shown) that probably correspond to the other SNP
described by de Parseval et al. (2001), who sequenced
HERV-H/env62 (HERV-H19) from five unrelated individ-
uals, a BAC, a monochromosomal hybrid PCR fragment,
and the AJ289709. Their frequencies were A: 5/13 and T:
8/13 (where 13 is the number of haplotypes of the five
donors and the three additional sequences) for the SNP
covered by our env2. We did not detect SNPs downstream
of env2. We chose to study the known env2 SNP as a
control for the TGGE screening method and to confirm
and extend the knowledge of HERV-H env polymorphism
with Swedish blood donor samples. The env2 samples
were interpreted to be homoduplex fragments from
homozygotes in the lanes with one band (ex. AA or BB)
and a mix of homoduplex and heteroduplex fragments in
the lanes showing four bands (ex. AA, BB, AB and BA)
(Fig. 6A). The assumed homoduplex samples migrated to
different distances in the gel and could be traced to the
corresponding band in the samples showing a mix of
homoduplex and heteroduplex fragments (Fig. 6). To test
whether the sequences in samples showing a single band
were identical, all assumed homozygous samples migrating
the same distance were pooled together (lanes 1 and 2, Fig.
6A) and vice versa for the other homozygous and assumed
heterozygous samples (lanes 3 and 4, Fig. 6A). The pooled
samples were subjected to denaturation and renaturation to
form all possible duplexes. Multiple bands were still
present in those two pools of env2 assumed to be
heteroduplexes (lanes 3 and 4, Fig. 6A) and absent in
the other pools (lanes 1 and 2, Fig. 6A). This indicated
that all samples with single bands that migrated to the
same distance in the gel had the same sequence and thus
were homozygous. The apparent homoduplex bands from
samples with multiple bands detected in env2 were excised
and sequenced. Alignment revealed that the only difference
between the sequenced gel bands was a non-synonymous
substitution, an A altered to a T (Fig. 6B) at the position
corresponding to 2823 in AC009495 (pos. 6762 in HERV-
H/env62: AJ289709), located 450 nt into the SU (Fig. 5).
Fragments migrating furthest in the gel had a T in that
position and thus the codon TTT (Phe), while fragments
migrating shorter had an A and thus the codon TTA (Leu).
The sequence of these fragments was also consistent with
the control TGGE with pooled samples (Fig. 6A) that
indicated the presence of this SNP, at the 2q24.3 locus, in
48% of Swedish blood donor samples. This was the only
SNP detected in the region covered by env2. The consistent
migration pattern and results of pooling of samples when
screening for single nucleotide substitutions in HERV
sequences support TGGE as a rational alternative to cloning
before sequencing. A pool of about 5–10 samples showingmultiple bands could be split and rerun as single samples in
the gel. The sequencing effort was minimized because
cloning to cover the different variants in the sample solution
was not necessary. The TGGE separated the variants that
could be extracted and sequenced. However, a Poland
analysis is crucial before primer construction. To detect
SNPs over the entire fragment, it was desired to obtain a
gradually higher melting probability toward one end of the
fragment (enabled by a GC-clamp) and thereby get a
gradually melting fragment when it migrated into the
gradient of increased temperature. The TGGE criteria are
harder to meet for longer fragments. Here we showed that
sequences as long as 500 nt tailored with a 40 nt GC clamp
may be used in TGGE. We found the frequency of the SNP
(A/T at position 6762 in HERV-H/env62: AJ289709) in
diploid genomes of Swedish blood donors to be 48% (19/
40) heterozygotes and 52% (21/40) homozygotes. The
homozygotes for A represented 25% (10/40) and the
homozygotes for T represented 27% (11/40), consistent
with a Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. As mentioned above,
de Parseval et al. (2001) found the distribution 38% A and
62% T in a smaller study. Together, the two sets of data
indicate selection neutrality for homo- and heterozygosity
for this SNP in two European populations.
Other documented HERV-H polymorphisms
Following the confirmation of a SNP in the middle of
SU, we investigated how common SNPs are in HERV-H
sequences using a bioinformatical approach. A BLAT search
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/, June 2002 assembly of the human
genome) with the HERV-H19 (AC009495, position 9526–
887) resulted in 172 sequences, at least 95% identical to
HERV-H19 over at least a stretch of 40 nt. HERV-H19 is
one of the RGH2-like HERV-H elements, and the results are
thus representative primarily for this group. They were more
or less complete proviruses distributed over several chro-
mosomes (data not shown). Twenty of the 172 sequences
had SNPs recorded in dbSNP. Altogether, 50 SNPs were
recorded for the 20 SNP-containing proviruses. We mapped
all obtained SNPs to the corresponding position in the
HERV-H19 master sequence (Fig. 7). The SNPs were
relatively evenly distributed over the entire master provirus,
indicating no particular mutational hotspot for any HERV
gene. However, dbSNP is still incomplete and the data for
env are too sparse to exclude or confirm selection for
synonymous SNPs in these genes (cf. Jern et al., 2002).
Cross-checking of HERV-H-associated SNPs against the
OMIM database did not yield direct evidence of disease
connection. However, the associations of most diseases to
SNPs are not yet precisely positioned in the chromosomes,
but rather to longer stretches or just to a particular
chromosome. This makes the correlation of HERV-H single
nucleotide substitutions with disease very uncertain. Yet,
multiple OMIM records were found to span over the regions
of the HERV-H SNPs (data not shown).
Fig. 7. Schematic overview of HERV-H (AC009495) at chromosome 2q24.3 with the distribution of 50 sequence-related SNPs (presented by 20 sequences
among 172 BLAT hits) aligned above.
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In a genome-wide screening, we found 926 HERV-H,
which was a major portion of the 3661 pol-containing
retroviral elements detected by RetroTector. This trimmed
number of HERV-H elements was fairly consistent with
previous estimates (Wilkinson et al., 1994). However, in this
study, we used a much more complete data set (the whole
genome) for the classification. We used translated proteins
(bputeinsQ) to allow detection of distant similarities.
Clustering based on Pol bputeinQ (but also on nucleotide)
sequence similarities showed that H- and F-PBS usage did
not segregate completely within the larger group of HERV-
H-related elements. However, a group of proviruses
dominated by F-PBS (bAdjacent HERV-H likeQ) was always
ancestral compared to the large group of HERV-H elements
proper, where H-PBS predominated. We propose a division
of the HERV-H elements into RGH2-like elements, with a
more or less complete pol and frequent presence of env, and
RTVLH2-like elements, with more pol deletions and less
frequent presence of env (Fig. 1). Paradoxically, judging
from the LTR divergence, the former group seems older than
the latter. In spite of this, RTVLH2-like elements came out
as ancestral to RGH2 elements in the cladistic analyses. An
explanation for this paradox would be if the more complete
RGH2-like elements helped to mobilize older more deleted
elements to new integrations, in which their LTRs would
start out identical again. Functions and proteins provided by
the more complete bmidwifeQ elements in trans could be
capsids (MA and CA), encapsidation (NC), the retroviral
enzymes (PR, RT, RH, and IN), and envelope (SU + TM). A
more efficient packaging of RNA from the older and more
defective elements than of the RGH2-like elements them-selves would also be required to explain the more abundant
defective RTVLH2-like elements. We also demonstrated the
phylogenetic relationship of HERV-H and the adjacent
HERV-H-like elements to other gammaretroviruses based
on Pol similarity (Fig. 3). This pattern of bmidwifeQ,
relatively complete but scarce, elements was even more
pronounced within the adjacent HERV-H-like elements,
where the single copy number element HERV-Fc1
(AL354685), despite its divergent LTRs (5.7% nonidentity),
is almost intact in gag and pol, and intact in pro and env,
according to our data (see above) and those published by
others (Benit et al., 2003). We speculate that it may have
been a provider of functional proteins to many defective
HERV-H-related elements during the evolution of higher
primates while, for unknown reasons, it could not transpose
itself. The reason for its being largely spared from muta-
tional damage is also unclear, but in theory, the integration
may have occurred in a protected region of the genome. The
master element theory suggests that the master resides in a
location subjected to fewer mutation than the progeny
integration (Deininger et al., 1992). Further investigations of
the bmidwifeQ master elements may yield important insights
into ERV biology.
HERV-H is the most successful human gammaretroviral
transposon. It contains relatively many env ORFs that may
have assisted in its spreading in somatic cells and back into
the germline. To get a better grasp of the functionality of
these env’s, we studied polymorphism in one of them using
a convenient TGGE screening method. Pools of 5–10
samples were screened for polymorphism. Pools that
showed heteroduplexes were split into single samples and
re-run. A single SNP was sufficient for separation of
sequences, proving this variant of TGGE as a suitable
P. Jern et al. / Virology 327 (2004) 93–110108method for screening for rare polymorphisms. Despite
indications of selection neutrality, the ability of HERV-H
Env protein to mediate evasion from tumor cytotoxicity
(Mangeney and Heidmann, 1998) makes it interesting that
around 50% of Swedish blood donors have single nucleo-
tide substitutions in their HERV-H env at chromosome
2q24.3. A bioinformatical approach to SNP identification in
proviruses related to the relatively intact HERV-H19
indicated a random SNP distribution, which also suggests
selection neutrality, in this case of portions of the provirus
relative to each other. However, it remains to be studied
whether the particular env polymorphism or the other
HERV-H polymorphisms reported here have functional
consequences. HERV-H, which has been implicated for
several important biological functions and represents
roughly 1/3 of the pol-containing retroviral elements, is a
key target for evolutionary studies and studies on a possible
correlation of HERV properties to disease. The bioinfor-
matical approach used here should be generally useful for
studies on ERVs.Materials and methods
Bioinformatics
The newly developed programs, RetroTector and Retro-
Tector Shell (G.O. Sperber and J. Blomberg, to be
published), were used to screen the human genome build
15 (April 2003) for all HERV-H-like elements. The majority
of the Alu sequences were removed before the analysis.
Briefly, RetroTector recognizes consensus motifs and con-
structs putative HERV proteins (bputeinsQ) from the different
reading frames in the gene candidates. The program uses
codon statistics, frequency of stop codons, and alignment to
known Gammaretrovirus proteins to approximate the
original ORF. The RetroTector interpretations were then
automatically matched with sequences in an annotated list of
retroviral sequences from Genbank, using similarity to Pol
proteins, and a list of repetitive elements from Repbase
(Jurka, 2000), using similarity to the entire nucleotide
sequence of the elements. A word-based BLAST-like
algorithm was used. As with all BLAST programs, an exact
percentage of protein or nucleotide similarity is not obtained.
The algorithm merely produces a similarity score on an
arbitrary scale. This initial screening was followed by
alignments and clustering using pol nucleotides and Pol
proteins with the CLUSTAL W program (Thompson et al.,
1994). The Kimura method and PAM250 score matrix were
used for nucleotide and protein alignments, respectively.
Both alignments and similarity (defined with the score of the
bputeinQ against itself set as 100%) matrices were con-
structed using pairwise deletions. Using a similarity criterion
of 80% similarity to the Pol bputeinQ of HERV-H(RGH2), we
selected a total of 1124 HERV-H-like sequences with respect
to the occurrence of pol, pro, and PBSs corresponding toboth tRNAHis and tRNAPhe to cover most of the combined
group of HERV-H and HERV-F elements. Because the
amount of HERV-H Pol bputeinQ sequences retrieved was not
suitable for visualization, we applied an iterative algorithm
using CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al., 1994) to narrow the
amount of data into a manageable number of representative
sequences. Each iterative step in the algorithm included a
random selection of 200 bputeinsQ that were aligned. The
alignment was analyzed in every position to construct a
primitive identity matrix (identical amino acids gave the
score 1, while similar aa gave the score 0.5). bPuteinsQ
scoring N90% similarity were assigned to that particular
group and documented. The iterations continued until all
bputeinsQ scoring N90% similarity were sorted into their
respective groups. After three iterations without any new
selected bputeinsQ, the score limit was decreased by 5%. This
procedure continued until the bottom limit of 40% or to
about 240 representatives. After the iteration, 236 represen-
tative HERV-H Pol bputeinsQ had been selected. The
bputeinsQ were named to track the chromosome and start
position (according to human genome build 29) for the
integrated provirus. We included HERV-H (AJ289709-11),
RTVLH2, RGH2, and bputeinsQ denoted by chromosome
locations, retrieved through database searches (Fig. 1), to
serve as references for phylogenetic comparisons. bPuteinsQ
obtained for HERV-HF (AL354751, U95626 and
AC002384), HERV-Fc1 (AL354685), and HERV-Fc2
(AC019088) were also included in the alignment in an
attempt to cover the entire HERV-H/F group. Furthermore,
we included HERV46 and HERV-H48I (HERV-Fb)
retrieved from Repbase. Translated proteins or bputeinsQ
from BaEV, GaLV, MLV, ERV3, ERV9, HERV-W, and
HERV-Y (predicted, data not shown) served as out-groups
in phylogenetic analysis. The final alignment of the 266 Pol
bputeinQ representatives was conducted using the CLUSTAL
W provided at DDBJ (http://www.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/E-mail/
homology.html, default settings).
Phylogenetic trees and cladograms for the total of 266
bputeinQ sequences were constructed using Clustal X (1.83)
(Thompson et al., 1997). We set both the seed and number of
bootstraps to 1000. Trees were visualized using TreeView
(v.1.6.6, http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.
html) (Page, 1996).
Based on the 266 Pol bputeinQ bootstrap trees, 28
sequences (bputeinQ and nucleotide sequences, respectively)
dispersed evenly over the entire cladogram were selected
and aligned using Clustal X (1.83) (Thompson et al., 1997).
Bootstrap (500 replications with random seed) consensus
cladograms were constructed for both nucleotide and
bputeinQ sequences using neighbor-joining and Pairwise
distance (P-distance) with pairwise deletions in the
MEGA2.1 software (Kumar et al., 2001).
All analyses of sequences and groups of sequences for
indications of conserved ORFs, LTR-nonidentity, and so
forth, and their correlation to each others were conducted
using the data output of RetroTector.
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were sought using TGGE, the HERV-H env melting profile
was analyzed using the Poland software (Steger, 1994) at
http://www.biophys.uni-duesseldorf.de/local/POLAND/
poland.html. Contig annotation and alignments of sequences
obtained from TGGE were conducted in Vector NTI Suite
7.0 (InforMax Inc. Oxford, UK).
We investigated how common SNPs were in HERV-H19-
like sequences in the following way: a BLAT search (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/, June 2002 assembly) with HERV-H19
(AC009495, position 9526–887) was conducted to collect
SNPs, via the link to dbSNP at NCBI, within HERV-H
sequences in the human genome. We analyzed all recorded
SNPs within the found HERV-H19-like sequences to see to
which positions they corresponded in comparison to the
reference sequence of HERV-H19. The HERV-H19
sequence was divided into portions of 50 nt, into which
the SNPs were located, to obtain a crude distribution over
the proviral HERV-H genomes. The retrieved reference
numbers for SNPs found inside the query sequence were
used in dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/), which
links to the respective chromosome, to find diseases mapped
by the database Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
(OMIM, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?
db=OMIM) over the region of the SNP.
PCR
The HERV-H19 (AC009495) located on 2q24.3 was
used for primer design. Genomic DNA was obtained from
40 Swedish anonymous blood donors. Control samples used
later in the TGGE were derived from plasmids containing
AY050297 and AY050298. The locus-specific long PCR
amplifying the entire HERV-H was performed with 2.5 u
PfuTurbo proofreading polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla,
CA), 0.2 mM dNTP, and primers HERV-Hchr2fw1: 5V-
TCCAGCTAAGTTTGGGGAACACT-3V and HERV-
Hchr2rev1: 5V-CAGCACTTACCGAGTAGTCACACC-3V
in 200 nM concentrations. PCR was conducted at 95 8C–2
min, 30 (94 8C–10 s, 62 8C–15 s, 72 8C–18 min), 72 8C–
30 min. Higher specificity for the HERV-H env, yet locus
specific, was achieved by a nested PCR, where the forward
primer was located upstream of env and the reverse primer
downstream of the 3V LTR. Nested PCR conditions were 1 u
PfuTurbo, 0.2 mM dNTP, and primers HERV-Hchr2fw2:
5V-CTCCCCCACTTCCCTTAAACTCAC-3V and HERV-
Hchr2rev2: 5V-TCTCACTGAGGCTTTCCCAAGTG-3V in
50 nM concentrations. Cycling was 95 8C–2 min, 30 (94
8C–10 s, 62 8C–10 s, 72 8C–6 min), 72 8C–30 min. To
produce a fragment containing the known SNP (A/T,
position 6762 in HERV-H/env62: AJ289709), we used
primers HERV-Henv-fw2: 5V-CTCCTTATATCAACTC-
TACTCCCCCC-3V and HERV-Henv-rev2GC: 5V-
CGGGCGGGGGCGGCGGGCCGGGCGCGGGGCGCG-
GCGGGCGAGCTAGGGCGGCAGCT-3V (producingenv2:
540 bp), where the underlined part consists of a GC clampnecessary in TGGE. PCR was performed using 100 nM
primer, 0.2 mM dNTP, and 1 u Taq DNA polymerase
(SIGMA-Aldrich, Stockholm, Sweden). PCR cycling was
95 8C–2 min, 35 (94 8C–30 s, 64 8C–20 s, 72 8C–2 min),
72 8C–30 min.
Temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE)
We used the Biometra TGGE Maxi system (Biometra
GmbH, Goettingen, Germany) to run all samples. The gels
were cast according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
were composed of 8% Acrylamide, 7 M PlusOne Urea
(Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden), 0.1 TBE buffer,
2% Glycerol, APS, and TEMED. The samples were run in
0.1 TBE buffer initially at 300 V, 15 min with a gel
temperature of 20 8C, and thereafter at 160 V for 23 h with a
temperature gradient from 36 to 52 8C. A mix of the two
different control sequences (AY050297 and AY050298)
was heated to 95 8C for 5 min and cooled down to room
temperature to form both homoduplex and heteroduplex
bands and ran together with the Swedish blood donor
samples in gels. Silver staining of the TGGE gel was
performed using the PlusOne silver staining kit (Pharmacia
Biotech) in a Hoefer automated gelstainer (Pharmacia
Biotech) according to the manufacturer’s instruction.
Sequencing
Bands were excised from the TGGE gel and subjected to
nested PCR before sequencing using the primers: HERV-
Henv-fw2 and HERV-Henv-rev2: 5V-AGCTAGGGCGG-
CAGCT-3V and PCR conditions were 95 8C–2 min, 30
(94 8C–30 s, 60 8C–20 s, 72 8C–2 min), 72 8C–30 min.
Sequencing PCR was conducted with primers: HERV-Henv-
fw2 and HERV-Henv-rev2, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions on an ABI-Prism 310 genetic analyzer using the
BigDye Terminator Ready Reaction kit (Both Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA).Acknowledgments
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